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Reeve, and Hen Harrier. Though it may be thought a little 
"previous" to refer to some of these species as lost, there are 

such as the Goshawk, Night Ilero11, Little Bittern, and 
Ba1llon's Crake, not included in the list, but which there is 
reason to believe were on.ce summer re>idents and ·breeders 
in Great Britain. It is often remarked that the total disappear
ance of some species of birds, and the extreme rarity of others 
once common in this country, is due to the draining of marshes 
and similar changes on the face of the land. But the facts 
brought together by l\!r, Hudson show that the disappearances 
have been mostly brought about by the direcc action of those 
inveterate bird·destroyers, described as "The Cockney sports· 
man, who kills for killing's sake ; the gamekeeper who has 
set down the five-and-twenty most interesting indigenous species 
as 'vermin' to be extir-pated ; or, third and last, the greedy 
collector, whose methods are as discreditable as his action is 
injurious." If these and others who have helped to degrade 
the character of our bird-popula lion will read 1\Ir. Hudson's 
little pamphlet, they will see the greatness of the change that 
has taken place. 

FURTHER interesting properties of sodium peroxide are 
described in the current Berichte by Prof. of llreslau. 
It is shown that sodium peroxide rapidly reduces salts of gold, 
silver and mercury with separation of. the metal and evolution 
of oxygen Platinum, however, is not precipitated from 
chloroplatinic aCid or chloroplatinates until they are decompos!!d 
with a silver salt, when reduction both of the resulting platinum 
chloride and of the silver chloride occurs, both metals being 
precipitated. Ferric hydroxide is precipitated, as might be 
expected, from both ferrous and ferric salts ; from manganous 
salts manganese dioxide is precipitated, presumably hydrated, 
and from salts of cobalt the higher cobaltic oxide. Permanganates 
are reduced to manganese dioxide, but chromic oxide is oxidised 
to chromic acid. The separation and quantitative estimalion 
of iron and chromium or manganese and chromium are easily 
achieved by utilising these reactiom, fodron is precipitated as 
ferric hydroxide and manganese as peroxide, while chromium 
remains in solution as chromate of sodium. Sodium peroxide 
also produces the highly oxidised sodium peruranate, 
+81120, directly from salts of uranium, and it may readily be 
isolated hy addition of alcohol which precipitates it. It is also 
interesting that iodine is oxidised on warming directly to the 
difficultly soluble acid sodium periodate, and upon decomposition 
of this salt with silver nitrate- the normal silver periodate is at 
once produced, and free periodic acid HIO. + 21120 may be 
readily obtained from it in large crystals by decomposition with 
bromine and subsequent evaporation itz vawu. Potassium 
ferricyanide behaves towards sodium peroxide in a similar 
manner to its action with hydrogen peroxide, reducing it ener. 
getically to ferrocyanide, and the volumetric process of Kassner 
can be readily carried out by use of it. Sodium peroxide reacts 
with lead oxide in presence of water to produce a plumbate of 
sodium of the composition Na 2Pb03 +4H20. Organic com· 
pounds dissolved in alcohol are usually very rapidly oxidised by 
sodium peroxide, while the alcohol itself is not attacked. Ether, 
on the contrary, at once ignites when brought in · contact with 
the peroxide. Prof. Poleck recommends its use likewise in the 
separation of arsenic, antimony and tin, for the sulphosalts of 
these elements are at once oxidised by sodium peroxide in pre· 
sence of \\'ater to oxygen compound;;, the whole of the sulphur 
being simultaneously converted into sulphuric acid. Hence in 
toxicological invfstigations it is only necessary to oxidhe the 
sulphosalts with sodium peroxide before proceeding immedi:ltely 
to employ Marsh's test. The practical uses of sodium peroxide 
appear indeed to be very and the information· now 
rapidly accumulating concerning it will doubtless prove of 
ya)ue both from the theoretical and the technical point of view. 
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_IN our note concerning the atomic weight of barium (vol. 
xhx. p. 56z), the statement that "the highest and lowest indi· 
vidual values obtained among the whole fifty separate estimations 
were 137'42 and 137'45" should have read "the highest and 
lowest of the mean values obtained from the different series of 
estimations were 137'42 and 137'45·" 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during 
the past week include a Molambique Monkey (Cercopithems 
pygtryfhrm, from Soutb.east Africa, presented by 1.\Ir. H. 
Tattenhall ; two Laughing Kingfishers (Daalu gigautem), two 
Derigora Ihwks (Hieraddea berigora) from Australia, presented 
by Mr. A. E. Henniker ; seven Spanish Blue Magpies ( Cyat:o
pu,litts cooki) from Spain, presented by -H.R.H. the Comte de 
Paris; a Tuatera Lizard (Sjhmodm punctatus) from New 
Zealand, presented by Dr. W. J. Mackie ; an Egyptian Terra
pin (TriollJ'X o:gyftims) from 'Vest Africa, presented by l\Ir. 
F. ,V, l\[ar,;hall •. a Green Lizard (laurta viridis) European, 
presented by M1ss S. Borgaes, a Yellow-billed Sheathbill 
( Chionis alb:z} from Antarctic America, a Red and Blue Macaw 
(Ara macau) from South America, a Black Iguana (Aietupocerus 
comutus) from San Domingo, a Geoffroy's Terrapin (Hydrarpis 
gtu!J'ruyana) from Trinidad, seven Say's Snakes ( Curund/a sayi) 
from North America, deposited; a Derbian Wallaby (Halma
turus derbiamu, & ) born in the Gardens. 

OUR ASTRONOllflCAL COLUMN. 

FiNDER·CIRCLES FOR EQUATORIALS,-A very ingenious and 
what may prove a most u;eful addition to an eqnatorial are the 
so-called star·dials or finding-circles, a brief account of which 
is contributed to the current number of the Zeitschrift filr 
lmtrummtenkmule (4 Heft, April Every worker with 
the equatorial will no doubt at some time have found out that 
the present mode of setting the instrument on some object, as, 
for instance, a star, is not alway;; very convenient, and in addition 
employs comparatively far too much time. The object of these 
finding-circles is to reduce this time very considerably, anu a 
use of three years has shown that its aim has been successfully 
attained. The instrument to which it has been applied is the 
lz-inch of Georgetown College Observatory, Washington. 
On the pillar of this instrument are the two by 
means of which the tele;cope is moved in right ascension and 
declination, and also two microscopes for reading the R.A. 
circle. Both axe;; of the telescope carry the usual circles for 
orientation, each being graduated in line divisions on silver and 
large white divisions on a dark background. The finding-circles 
are situated just above the hand-wheels mentioned above, and 
fixed to the pillar, looking like a pair of aneroid barometers or 
steam gauges; they are follows:-The circular 
divided di>c, with the declination divisions arranged rouod its 
circumference, is fixed firm in its case, and the index is so 
geared to the telescope that any movement of the latter is 
recorded on the dial ; this gives one directly the declination. 
In the case of the other dial, that for right ascension, the disc 
is divided into two circles of twelve hours each, and insteJ.d of 
being fixed is moved by clockwotk, sidereal time being shown on 
its face by means of another index; thi; latter index re>ponds alio 
to the movement of the telescope, but is quite independent of 
the first one. It will at once be seen that with these two dials 
so conveniently placed the telescope can be at once oriented, 
while the question of hour-angle is entirely eliminated. 

THE HARVARD OBSERVATORY IN PERU.-An historical 
sketch of the establishment of the Peru branch or the Harvard 
College Observatory, and the investigations carried on there, 
is contributed to the Har.•ard Graduatu' Afagazilu for March 
by Prof. W. H. Pickering. The Observatory is situated about 
two miles from Arequipa, and four hundred feet above i•, on 
the slopes of Mount Chacha.ni. It is furnished with a very 
complete instrumental outfit, the most. important instrument 
being a IJ·inch equatorial,. capable of being used for either 
visual or photographic purposes, and an 8-inch photographic. 
telescope. Five meteorological stations have been established 
by the Observatory. One is at lllollend>, on the sea-coast, 100 
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feet above sea-level. The second is at La J oya, in the desert, 
altitude 4140 feet. The third is at the Observatory itself, alti· 
tude 8o6o feet. The fourth is upon the side of the 1\Iisti, at an 
altitude of about 16,ooo feet, and the fifth is upon the summit of 
the 1\Iisti, altitude 19,200 feet. The discoveries made at the 
Observatory ate enumerated by Prof. Pickering. They include 
double stars, the "Jakes" on Mars and the rapid changes in 
wrne of the canals and dark markings on the planet at the time 
of the melting of the southern snow-cap, the observations of 
changes of shape of Jupiter's satellites, which Jed to the conclu
sion that the outer satellites are not solid bodie;, but dense 
swarms of meteorites, and pointed to a modification of La· 
place's nebular hypothesis, to explain some of the diffitulties 
inherent in it. Peculiar lunar have also been ob
served, and an explanation has been given of the bright streaks 
seen at the time of full moon. A new class of lunar rills has 
been found, winding and tapering like a terrestrial river· bed, 
and various facts have been determined with regard to what are 
called "variable spots" on the moon, which darken as the 
sun rises upon them, and fade out as it sets. Finally, the 
remarkable photograph of the spectrum of Nova Normre, 
showing the stat's constitution to be the same as that of Nova 
Aurigre, was obtained at Arequipa. But only a small portion of 
the work of the Observatory is devoted to original research, the 
greater part of the time being taken up by routine work. Few 
observatories, however, can show a better record than that 
made at Arequipa during the three years of the Observatory's 
existence. 

THE DIAMETERS OF MINOR PLANETS.-Various at
tempts have been made to measure micrometrically the dia
meters of some of the larger asteroids, and also to cletermine 
them by photometric means, but the values obtained have never 
been very trustworthy. Prof. E. E. Barnard bas now taken 
up the work, using the 36·inch of the Lick Observatory, and 
has already obtained some new results (Astronomy and Astro
Physics, May). So far, he has succeeded in directly measuring 
Ceres, Pallas, and Vesta, to which he assigns the following 
diameters :-

Ceres 
Pallas 
Vesta 

599 ± 29 miles. 
273 ± 12 " 
237 ± 15 " 

It will be seen from this that, contrary to the general belief, 
Ceres is the largest of the minor planets, and not Vesta. The 
values obtained by Argelander from a consideration of the rela· 
tive light of the three foregoing asteroids and Juno, and those 
determined by Mr. E; J. Stone in 1867 from measures made by 
Herschel and Lamont, are as follows :-

Argelander. Stor.e. 
Ceres 230 miles 196 miles. 
Pallas 162 

" 171 
Juno 108 

" 124 " Vesta 275 " 214 " Juno w:U soon be in a favourable position for observation, and 
Prof. Barnard will then apply the filar micrometer to its disc. 

RETURN OF CmiET.-A telegram from the Cape 
Town Observatory to Prof. Krueger (Aslr. Nach. 3228) 
announces that Tempel's periodical comet ( 1873 II), the return 
of which was expected this year, was observed by Mr. Finlay 
on l\Iay 8. Its position was then R.A. = 356' 20' r6"·s. P. D. 
=94° 51' II". The object was circular, with a diameter of 
about one minute of arc and some central condensation, but no 
tail. Its brightness was about the eleventh magnitude, or fainter. 

THE NEW ENGINEERING LA BORA TORY AT 
CAMBRIDGE. 

THE new Engineering Laboratory was opened on Tuesday by 
Lord Kelvin, in the presence of a brilliant assemblage of 

University dignitaries. The building occupies the site ofthe old 
Perse Grammar School, and has been erected from the designs of 
Messrs. Marshall, Vicars, and Co. The exterior is of plain but 
not unattractive red brick, in the French dulteau style. Tlie 
main building is of three stories. The three chief rooms, one 
above the other, are on the left of the handsome entrance door· 
way, and overlook the grounds of Corpus Christi College. To 
the right of the doorway are offices, small class-rooms, and 
rooms for special researches. The electrical laboratory is on 
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ground-floor; above it is the drawing school, excellen!ly 
hghted by large western windows ; and at the top is the 

museum, lighted by dormer windows and a cupola. 
Behmd, the line old schoolroom has been altered by mhina 
its floor, but the beautiful oaken-roof of sixteenth-century work 
h:;s been prese.rv:d, and room gains loses by the 
shght change m lis proportiOns. Here ts the chtef mechanical 
laboratory, and it is furnished with all needful apparatu<; for 
work o.n the strength. of materials, mechanism, and applied 
mechamc>. Beyond, m the old schoolyard an admirable steam 
and dynamo laboratory has been erected from Prof. Ewincr's 
designs. Here are Se\·eral types of experimental 
dynamos, and motors, and in another compartment the boilers 
and other heavy appliances. The hboratories are 0:1 one 
side contiguous to the Chemical Laboratory, and when some 
day the necessary extension of the Cavendish Laboratory 
takes place, they will aho abut on the Physical department. The 
cost of the whole has been some £6ooo, of which ahout 
£sooo was contributed by friends of the University who desired 
to see engineering science properly established and equipped in 
Cambridge. 

The Vice·Chancellor presided at the ceremony, and in a 
happy speech alluded to the doubts at first entertained by many 
worthy Cambridge men as to the wisdom of admitting purely 
professional studies among those fostered by the University. 
In medicine, however, in law, and lately in agriculture, the 
claims of applied and practical knowledge had been recognised, 
and the recognition had been amply vindicated. It was due to 
the enterprise and ability of Prof. Ewing that engineering bad 
now overcome all opposition to its admission to rank as a 
scientific profession, the preliminary training for which might 
fitly be carried on within the academic precincts. Lord Kelvin, 
in declaring the Laboratory open, spoke of the direct evolutional 
connection between the theoretical mechanics and pure mathe· 
matics of his day at Cambridge, and the establishment of a 
department in which their principles found application and verifi
cation. The Laboratory was excellently furnished so far as it went, 
but £2o,coo might well be spent, in the interest of the University 
as well as of engineering science, in extending and completing 
it. Prof. Kennedy spoke of the place of such laboratories in 
the training of the engineer. Engim;ering was taking its 
due rank as a liberal profession, and from Cambridge, the centre 
of mathematic.ll and physical inquiry, future engineers would 
go out fitted for acquiring with sureness and rapidity the practical 
details of their work. Sir Frederick Bramwell told stories of 
his early experiences. Prof. Jebb, M.P., and Prof. Ewing, 
who was very warmly received, gave thanks to all who had 
wrought with the Engineering Laboratory Syndicate to. bring 
about the result they were celebrating. The donors, past and 
future, the architect, builders, demonstrators and workmen 
received their meed of acknowledgment. After the ceremony a 
reception was held by Prof. and lllrs. Ewing, and nearly 800 of 
the members of the University and ladies inspected the rooms. 
The students acted as guides and demonstrator;, and at the 
close it was on all hands acknowledged that the occasion had 
been one of the most successful of University functions in recent 
years. 

SCIENCE IN THE MAGAZINES. 
THOUGH articles on scientific subjects are sprinkled through 

this month's magazines, they contain little that is new or 
suggestive. In the Quarterly Rt:-vie-.v (No. 356) two interesting 
articles appear, one on" Shakespeare's Birds and Insects," and 
another on "Ocean Meadows." Much has been written con
cerning Shakespeare's natural history, but the condusion to 
which an examination of the poet's writings inevitably leads is 
that he was not an observant student of animal and plant 
life. The Quarterly reviewer criticises Shakespeare's know· 
ledge of these matters, pointing out that Chaucer wrote 
of what he saw and heard in the animal life about him with 
a sense of personal delight that convinces the reader of his 
familiarity with animate nature. So too with Spenser, and with 
Ben Jonson. But, the reviewer, Shakespeare resembles 
neither of these. " He borrows from Gower and Chaucer and 
Spenser; from Drayton and Du Bartas and Lyle and William 
Browne; from Pliny, Ovid, Virgil, and the Bible; borrows, in fact, 
everywhere be can, but a symmetry that makes his natural 
history harmonious as a whole, and a judgment that keeps it 
always moderate and passable." This indictment is supported by 




